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Abstract 

The decay of heavy quarks (b and t ) i s studied with the help of 

spectral functions« As such inforaation as possible i s directly taken 

froai txperiannt. Older computations ia the free quark approxiaation 

are supported. This i s iaportant for the extraction of Kobayasbi-

Msskava aatrix elements froa cxperiaeots. 
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Hüle the existence of decay products fro« a particle containing 
a top-quark is still investigated [I], life-time and branching ratios 
fron b-decay are surprisingly well-known f2). These data form an im
portant tool to determine the parameters of the Krbayashi-Maskawa aixing 
matrix. In order to do so, the life-time of a (physical) particle con
taining a heavy quark (b or t) has to be related to the life-time of 
the quark and this, in turn, to the elements of the Kobayashi-Mnskawa 
matrix, U ,. For the first step, we shall assume - in accord with the 

9°. 
literature - the spectator model. For heavy quarks, its validity should 
be quite good. 

The second step is usually computed with the help of a free quark 
model (3). Following reference 4, we shall try to extract as much infor
mation as possible directly from experiment. We restrict the free quark 
assumption to the emission of the virtual W-boson and describe its 
transition into final state particles by spectral functions (see Fig. I). 
In this way, the decay rate for a heavy quark q into a light quark q' 
(plus other particles) becomes 

C2|U ,|2m3 (l-a)2 . 
r(q.q') a j p - * / ^ w ( i . . * , n ) -

• {l(i-a2)2*(i*«2)n-2n2]p (n) • l(i-»2)2-(i*s2)nJp-t(n)} 

where 

a - •-•/•- . (2) 
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w is the notorious kincmatical function (for definition see for example 
reference 5), p and p' are the spectral functions for the conserved (p) 
and non-conserved (p') part of the charged weak current [5]. In their 
diaensionlcss form of Eq. (I) they are taken to be 

p (n> • P(nmj) • p(t) . (3) 
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For free quark» a and b the spectral functions can easily be com
puted to give 



• b <2w)* t* a •» a -b 
3jU J* w<t..' •?) 

Insertion into Eq. (I) ia nothing but a «ore coaplicated way to 
derive the standard foraula of ref. 3, used in the analysis to extract 
Kobayaahi-Maskava aetrix eleaants froa experiment (6). For b-quark 
decay, we obtain 

Tb 
t b " Sc« V 2*«iJSJ 2 

(5) 

with 

Using the aass values of ref. 3, i.e. 

•^ - 5 C«V 

• • 1.7$ Cef 

• § - 0.5 Cef 

• - 1.8 Cef 
T 

(7) 

and all other aasses taken to be xero, the coefficients in Eq. (5) 
becoae c. • 2.75 and c. » 7.7. They are composed of the various 
contributions collected in table I. 



Table I: Contribution« to the coefficients of lq. (5) 

•v 1 0.41 
e 

It« I 0.41 

TV 0.39 0.09 

ud 3.9 1.4 
c 

cs 1.4 0.25 
c 

Notice that the laet two rovs in table I have been Multiplied by an 
enhancenent factor 1.3 due to QCD-correceions aside fro« the obvious 
color factor 3. 

The weakness of the free quark approximation (in the low energy 
region) is clearly seen, when we compare Eq. <4') with the narrow 
resonance approximation (assuming pion saturation of p') 

p'(t) - fj t 6(t - •£> . (•) 

Following Ref. 4, we shall thus try to relate the spectral function p 
to experiments assuming p' to be given by Eq. (8). To do so, we recall 

The vector part of p is related to the isovector part of p by CVC. 
e.m* 

If we relate isovector and isoscalar parts of p by SV. below and 
SU. above charm threshold, and assume spectral function sum rules 17], 
we obtain 



rt 

ff 
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where a is 1/3 below and tl/9 above chars threshold whereas b vanishes 
below and is unity above charm threshold. Uith the mass values of Eq. (7), 
the coefficients of Eq. (5) becoae 

c^Eq. 7) - 2.95 
(11) 

c^CEq. 7) - 7.75 

in comforting agreement with the free quark aodel (notice that QCD 
enhancement is now implicit in the experimental information apart fro» 
corrections which do not factorize according to Fig. 1; they appear to 
be small). The agreement also lends support to the assumptions leading 
to Eq. (10) which were also weed iu earlier computations of the Z -
decay (8). 

Using improved mass values 

V« - °-* 
m. - 0.51 
* (12) 
m c - 1.8 

% -»-« 

and th« experimental lepton masses, the coefficients of Eq. (5) become 

C b c(Eq. 12) - 3.03 
(13) 

cpu(Eq. 12) - 7.51 . 

But we can go one step further: Some integral information on p and 
p' is contained in the hadronic decay rate of the t-lepton. It can be 
used in the following way I* J: 



5 

•_ S 
f(q * q' • hadr.) - I» .I2 r ^ ) 

T (H) 
12.* • {B.».(t • hadr.) • -^_ B.R.(T -• e){a • a ,]) 

m2 T»9. 9 
T 

where a and A , are two contributions stesaming fro» the larger phase '»q 9. 
space in q-decay (a ) and fro« the correction due to the non-vanishing t»q 
•ass of q' at compared to v (a , ) . Their analytic for» can be found in 

* 9. lef. 4. 
Using the «ass values of tq. (12), the coefficients of Eq. (5) become 

c f c c(Eq. 12, T ) • 3.04 
(15) 

c^CEq. 12, T ) - 7.52 

in wonderful agreement with Eq. (13). 
The branching ratio into a specific lepton channel is predicted to 

be about U Z which is slightly better than the free quark model (I5Z) 
but still s bit high coapared to experiments (2]. 

Let us now proceed to top-decay (9). The analog of Cq. (5) is now 

T (• / « J 5 

T JL-JL-J . (16) 
1 c t b l ü t b l 2 - t . l » t . l ^ t d l ü t d l 2 

We know already, that Ü and U . can be neglected coapared to U.. flO). 
ts t« to 

Their coefficients c and c . are fairly independent of the method as 
ts to 

well as the top-wass, varying just between 8.9 and 9.0. For c ., the 
different methods change the value also insignificantly (for details saa 
Ref. 9), but it is somewhat dependent on the top-mass. Values are give« 
in table 2. 
Table 2: The coefficient c . as a function of the top-quark «ass 

• t (CeV) 35 40 45 

c t | > 7.5 - 7.» 7.9 8.1 
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Figure Caption 

Fig. I: Decay of a heavy quark a,. 
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